Electra, Revisited: A Play with Music
Sunday, October 20, 2019 at 6:30pm

Mom kills Dad and his mistress. Daughter vows vengeance. Along with her brother, she wreaks havoc with another bloody double murder. If that's not a comedy, what is? Catherine Butterfield's ELECTRA, REVISITED explores the lighter side of Greek tragedy with spectacle, poignancy and the occasional song.

Music by Peter Golub
Lyrics by Catherine Butterfield

Featuring:
Clytemnestra, Artemis: Nike Doukas*
Erigone, Handmaid, Judge 2: Erin Barnes
Calix, Servant, Citizen 3: Rama Vallury
Aegisthus, Judge 3: Kurtwood Smith*
Electra, Refugee 2: Sally Hughes*
Orestes, Refugee 1: John Bobek*
Agronis, Messenger: Bruce Green*
Staphylus, Chorus 1, Judge 1: Paul Culos*
Pylades, Chorus 3: Peter Mendoza*
Leda, Judge 4: Laura Gardner*
Strophius, Citizen 2: Steve Hofvendahl*
Handmaid 1, Chorus 2, Citizen 1: Liza Seneca*
Handmaid 2, Chorus 4, Athena: Ann Noble*

Stage Directions: Ron West*
Stage Manager: Jessica Osorio

*Member, Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States. This production is presented under the auspices of the Actors’ Equity Los Angeles Membership Company Rule.

Classic Sundays
This signature reading series will not fail to delight and inspire our audiences. Join us to see great theater classics performed by our sterling ensemble in these performances that celebrate our commitment to the exploration of great stories with enduring themes.

Upcoming Dates:

November 17, 2019
Women in Love
based on the novel by DH Lawrence, adapted by Douglas Langworthy and Art Manke
directed by Andrew Borba

December 15, 2019
Once in a Lifetime
by Kaufman & Hart
directed by John Allee

January 26, 2020
Arsenic and Old Lace
by Joseph Kesselring
directed by John DeMita

February 16, 2020
Richard
by William Shakespeare, adapted by Fletcher & Fletcher
directed by Julia Fletcher

Classic Sundays Producer
Gigi Bermingham

The Classic Sundays reading series is supported by
Debra Thompson & Lawrence Riff
On Stage Now!

The Abuelas
Written by Stephanie Alison Walker
Directed by Andi Chapman
October 3 - November 25, 2019
Kiki & David Gindler Performing Arts Center
110 East Broadway Glendale CA 91205

Coming Soon

The Eight Nights
Written by Jennifer Maisel
Directed by Emily Chase
October 31 - December 16, 2019
Kiki & David Gindler Performing Arts Center
110 East Broadway Glendale CA 91205

Classic Sundays

Electra, Revisited: A Play with Music
by Catherine Butterfield
Directed by Ron West
Sunday, October 20, 2019
6:30 PM

Kiki & David Gindler Performing Arts Center
110 East Broadway Glendale CA 91205